
The deftly exquisite two-dimensional images

Liz Coats creates, whether translucent glass or

canvas, completely dematerialise the flat surface

into deceptively ordered symmetries  that draw

both on the fractal mathematics of chance,

probability and chaos, and the twentieth

century’s obsessive tradition of abstract

expressionism. Their most charming and

perhaps most elusive details are seemingly

generated at random by the interference patterns

of overlapping rhythms - like ripples on still

water - or grow organically and regularly like

the crystal of a snowflake.

Carefully imagined combinations of colour

and form confuse and merge to engage and

delight as strangely familiar yet alien qualia in

both sensorium and intellect of the viewer,

where the gaze can be neither naive nor cynical.

The French have an expression for the sensation:

jamis vu - the feeling that something is somehow

fresh and new no matter how many times it is

previously experienced.

The optical illusions dance and suggest keys

to their interpretation through the false leads

of their own structure. There are infinite possible

directions. They are enigmatic hieroglyphs to a

quantum religion.

The philosopher Leibniz suggested that the

macrocosm of the universe and the microcosm

of the human mind are transfused with the

same cosmic patterns - a morphic resonance

- that encapsulates everything in a single

holographic gestalt. Perhaps it is this that appeals

in Coats’ images; the order suggested in chaos,

or mirrors that reflect the viewer’s own mind.

The viewer, like Narcissus, finds whatever

sympathies, harmonies, discords and affinities

in the ‘sweet disorder’ that rise up from the

pattern recognition faculty of  their own mind -

consciously and unconsciously.

Is Coats an artist of colour, form or visual

densities? Multiple cases could be made

and endlessly argued. One is reminded of

the intellectual labyrinths of Jorge Luis Borges

or the faith of the devout in the belief that

Creation is a design that can only be understood

at the apocalypse of its completion. The works,

however, remain obstinate in their difficulty,

hermetic, hermeneutic and immune to analysis.

Their graceful beauty comes from what is hidden,

and their truth is to be found in the accumulation

of infinite overlapping possibilities.

Andrew Paul Wood
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In a recent US version of the Survivor series

screened on New Zealand television, the most

likely person to succeed, Lex, who alternately

manipulated, bullied and schemed his way into

the top three, didn’t win, and instead it became

a race between the two nicest people on the

whole show – Kim, who wanted to help AIDs

victims in Africa, and Ethan, who wanted to

teach underprivileged US kids to play soccer.

Ethan eventually walked away with a cool million,

thereby proving, if you want a moral to this tale,

that sometimes it pays off if people actually

like you.

Toronto based performance artist Jinhan Ko

knows this as well as anyone. Deftly referencing

both the language of standup comedy,

and the role of the storyteller, Ko beguiles

audiences with his particular brand of edgy

charm, creating a false illusion of intimacy

through the representation of apparently private,

yet completely banal moments. In the video

Tell Me What You Wanna Hear, Ko (operating

under the exhibiting name Jin’s Banana House)

stares directly at the viewer, encouraging them

continually with enthusiastic comments

“that’s amazing, wow, that’s so fantastic”.

Projected far larger than life over the gallery

wall, his head looks like the top of a giant bobbing

Buddha, smiling down benevolently at the viewer.

It makes you feel so good. But after continued

viewing the positivity of his affirmations are

rendered meaningless through repetition,

reducing to something like the dull ache of

a hangover after the Neurofen has just slid in.

Boredom and expectation emerge as common

themes in Ko’s practice, he uses these tropes

as cunningly and knowingly as do the producers

of reality TV and infomercials. The three video

works included in The Waiting Room all drew

on these means to engage, drawing you in well

beyond the quick-flick-past-the-screen which

is the most much video art demands of you.

In another video a toaster burns in the

foreground, whilst just out of range of the

camera's eye we can hear the artist conducting

everyday events, entering the room, talking on

the phone with friends. Potentially juicy

revelations somehow don’t deliver because

the names are unrecognizable, yet something

about eavesdropping always gets me excited.

The notion that something titillating is just around

the corner keeps you there, pinned gaze to gaze

to the screen, waiting.

Just as the simulation of reality in Survivor

is enjoyable precisely because of it’s over-

manipulation of supposedly real events,

Ko’s work is pleasurable simply because we

don’t know how much of what we are seeing

is real and how much created for the camera.

He just seems so nice. When Ko’s video works

played at the Physics Room, I overheard several

young girls say that he was really cute and they

wished he was in town for the show.

These works are charming but what is

more they know they are charming, and the

implied knowing wink is all part of the game.

Sometimes it just pays to be nice.

Emma Bugden
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Shifting Geometries Liz Coats
17 January – 10 February

The Waiting Room Curated by Instant Coffee
A Jin’s Banana House video package  :  28 March – 20 April




